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INTRODUCTION 
 

I start in 2003 at a parliamentary hearing in London.  The witnesses are an 

impressive group, the CEOs of most of the large issuers of credit cards in the United 

Kingdom.  The topic is the concerns of a select Treasury Committee about the high cost 

and excessive use of credit cards.  From the perspective of the media, the highpoint of the 

hearing was a sound bite from an exchange with Matthew Barrett, Chief Executive 

Officer of Barclays Bank.  In the course of questioning Mr. Barrett about the high interest 

charges on the cards that Barclays issues, one member of the committee jests that “you 

probably have a Cahoot card in your wallet,” referring to a low-cost card issued by a 

British Internet bank.  In Washington, you could predict with great certainty that the CEO 

of CitiBank would respond tartly that he of course carries a CitiCard and uses it 

everywhere he goes.  In the more casual British atmosphere, however, Barrett offers us a 

lapse of apparent sincerity: 

I do not borrow on credit cards; it is too expensive.   

* * * *  

I have four young adults in my family, and I give them advice on 

“don’t get too much debt on credit cards” and they are very literate and 

fluent and extremely well- informed because of who their Dad is, but it 

does not matter a w[h]it; they still run their credit cards.1 

The British press, as might be expected, filled stories for weeks with amused 

commentary on Barclays’ admission that credit cards are too expensive.  But the second 

statement is what intrigues me.  What are we to think about this financial product, 

marketed around the globe by the world’s leading financial institutions?  In his capacity 
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as a parent, Mr. Barrett (like many of us) is filled with trepidation at the thought that his 

children would use the product frequently.  And if that is not enough, he tells the 

committee that despite the expressed fears of a sophisticated, informed, and apparently 

concerned parent, his children nevertheless use the product excessively.  How can such a 

product be so successful?  Why do we tolerate it?  Why have so many of the world’s 

largest economies allowed it to flourish? 

The pages that follow provide a broad overview of my answers to those questions.  

In brief, the product is successful because it is one of the most effective mechanisms ever 

devised for retail purchasing and borrowing.  Thus, we tolerate the product because 

efforts to ban it would do much more harm than good.  At the same time, the problematic 

aspects of the product that motivate Mr. Barrett’s trepidation cannot be ignored.  Rather, 

they demand policy responses that allow the card to do what it does well, but limit the 

harms from excessive spending and debt that afflict many of those that use the card.  

The problems have not escaped the attention of governmental policymakers.  

Australia and the United Kingdom have been investigating card markets for a decade.  

More recently, initiatives have appeared in the European Union, Spain, and Argentina.  

Even the United States – where the credit card was invented and has been most warmly 

welcomed – has begun to consider major market interventions.  At the same time, the 

legislative desire to protect the credit card’s place in the American economy was one of 

the most important motivations for the Bankruptcy Abuse and Consumer Protection Act 

of 2005. 

Academic contributions, by contrast, have largely missed the hard problem – the 

mix of values and costs that card use offers an economy.  That is not to say that 
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academics have ignored the card entirely.  On the contrary, prominent critics like Robert 

Manning, George Ritzer, and Juliet Schor all have decried the contribution of the credit 

card to the increasingly consumerist society in the United States.  From a wholly different 

perspective, David Evans and Richard Schmalensee have focused on the structure of the 

networks that dominate modern credit card markets, arguing that antitrust concerns about 

those networks have been seriously overstated.  Finally, populist supporters of recent 

United States bankruptcy legislation have argued that the laxity of the consumer 

bankruptcy system in the United States paved the way for widespread abuse of the 

freedom that the credit card offers. 

To make sense of the phenomenon from a global perspective, it is important to 

situate the rise of the credit card in the general shift from paper-based to electronic 

payments.  Part I of this book explains the importance of that shift.  Among other things, 

it shows how the United States, despite its affection for the plastic card, is far behind 

other developed countries in moving away from the wasteful use of traditional paper 

checks as a device for retail payments.  Given the resources the United States wastes – 

about one-half of one percent of its gross domestic product – on processing paper checks, 

the United States is the last place in which it would make sense to stifle card-based 

payments as a retail payment system. 

Part II of this book provides an empirical understanding of the costs and benefits 

of the card.  The plastic card brings substantial benefits as an effective device for 

payment and for borrowing.  To the extent consumer spending, consumer borrowing, and 

entrepreneurial activity are important drivers of economic growth, the card is an 

important component of a modern healthy economy.  At the same time, the convenience 
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of the card – in particular, the credit card – is uniquely associated with an increase in 

financial distress.  The social costs of financial distress offset the benefits of convenience 

if they do not in fact outweigh them. 

To some degree, this should come as no surprise.  Academics for more than a 

decade have noted simple and apparent correlations between increased debt and 

consumer bankruptcy filings.  And there can be no doubt that the rise of the credit card 

has been associated with a general rise in consumer borrowing.   My work here extends 

the existing work in three important ways.  First, the credit card is a global phenomenon, 

and I analyze data not only from the United States but also from other developed 

countries in which the card plays an important role in the economy.  Second, I quantify 

the specific effects of credit card debt, as opposed to consumer debt in general.  That 

analysis supports two premises: increased card spending leads to an increase in overall 

consumer borrowing; and increased credit card debt leads to an increase in consumer 

bankruptcy (even when I adjust for overall borrowing levels).  Third, I emphasize the 

social costs of consumer financia l distress of which previous writers have lost sight.  

Nearly everyone loses when consumers are mired in debt.  Taken together, those points 

suggest a classic base for regulatory intervention: credit card borrowing as it exists in the 

globalized West imposes substantial external costs on the economy, not internalized by 

the networks, issuers, or cardholders. 

Part III of the book takes that concern as the basis for a critical examination of 

global cards usage and the circumstances that have led to its oddly varied pattern.  I write 

from the perspective that regulators dealing with a global phenomenon like the credit 

card cannot sensibly design policy responses without some understanding of the reasons 
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for the wide variations in usage patterns around the world.  As I explain, fortuitous 

features of the post-war institutional setting in the United States – a fractionated banking 

system, the interstate highway system, the lack of serious data protection – made the 

United States uniquely suited to a rapid uptake and adoption of the card.  Those 

circumstances have left the United States dependent on a credit-centered cards market to 

an extent unmatched in any other economy. 

In countries less dependent on the credit card, the forces of globalization are 

pushing towards markets in which lending and payment functions are more segmented.  

That norm – epitomized by the United Kingdom and Commonwealth members like 

Canada and Australia – is characterized by common use of the debit card as a payment 

device, coupled with rapid increases in credit card borrowing and consumer bankruptcy 

(albeit at much lower levels than in the United States).  Resisting that global norm is a 

third pattern, epitomized by the continental European Union.  There, the coincidence of 

strong norms of data protection and resistance to consumer debt has hindered the 

development of the plastic card, forfeiting the benefits of the card but avoiding its costs. 

The natural question, then, is what policies will be useful to confine the problems 

related to credit cards without creating undue inefficiencies in retail payment systems.  

Parts IV and V consider that question.  The most obvious solution would be to push the 

United States towards debit cards for paying and credit cards for borrowing.  But what 

policies encourage debit card use?  Should the government police the price the card 

industry charges merchants (“interchange fees”) or the prices merchants charge 

customers (credit card “surcharges” or cash discounts)?  Should the government conduct 

a press campaign enlisting Oprah or Dr. Phil? 
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Unfortunately, those initiatives range from counterproductive to ineffectual.  Any 

serious effort must focus on the heart of the problem: the relation between the issuer of 

the card and the cardholder.  That relation, in turn, can be understood only in the context 

of the unusual contracting practices that dominate the modern cards industry.  My 

analysis builds on the premise that firms use contracting and marketing techniques that 

focus the attention of myopic consumers on the more favorable parts of a relationship.  

Where those techniques are effective, consumers will give inadequate attention to the less 

favorable parts of a relationship.  In this context, sophisticated card issuers have learned 

to exploit the boilerplate terms of their agreements to produce a set of obligations that 

even the most sophisticated cardholder could not master.  What does a government do 

about this?  Should regulators then invalidate agreements that disadvantage cardholders?  

Indeed, regulatory standardization of cardholder agreement makes a great deal of sense.  

At a minimum, a strong case can be made for regulatory stabilization of terms, to bar the 

frequent post-hoc amendments that make it difficult for cardholders to understand their 

obligations. 

The complexity of the relationship combined with the tendency of issuers to 

exploit consumer shortsightedness suggests that the existing system of agreement-based 

disclosures is at best ineffectual.  I recommend a ban of all marketing aimed at minors 

and college students.  I also suggest a revamped disclosure strategy – one that focuses on 

the critical times, the points at which purchasing and borrowing decisions are made.  If 

one of the major causes of limited borrowing in Japan is the need for consumers to make 

their borrowing decisions at the point of sale, there is some reason to think that 

disclosures at that point might lead to more careful cardholder behavior.  Finally, the 
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most direct response would prohibit the rewards programs that issuers currently use to 

give cardholders such a strong incentive to use their cards as their regular spending 

device and the teaser rates that encourage them to borrow. 

As the data presented in Part II suggest, consumer financial distress is rising 

rapidly even in the countries that use the credit card much less pervasively than the 

United States.  Thus, even if the reforms discussed above could shift the United States 

toward the less credit-dominated global norm, they would not solve the problem entirely.  

Accordingly, Part V closes with a discussion of broader reforms directed to consumer 

credit markets in general.  Starting again from the premise that the issuer/cardholder 

relationship imposes social costs, I show how modern technology gives the issuer a ready 

capacity to limit financial distress through actions designed to limit borrowing by 

distressed cardholders.  The natural implication is that a sophisticated regulatory policy 

would harness that capacity by giving credit card issuers a monetary incentive to limit 

borrowing by the financially distressed.  If that lending is privately profitable only 

because of the lender’s ability to externalize the consequent costs of distress, the natural 

response is to inhibit lending.  Among other things, that rationale supports mandatory 

minimum payment requirements, a tax on distressed credit card debt, and the 

subordination of payments to credit card lenders in bankruptcy. 

I have a great belief in the ability of the market to drive behavior, and an abiding 

skepticism in the ability of the government to improve on the results produced even by 

flawed markets.  Thus, it has been most unsettling as the evidence that I have collected 

and the theoretical frameworks built on it have steadily driven me to the interventionist 

conclusions presented in the closing Parts of the book.  As you read forward, I hope you 
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can sense the atmosphere of inquiry and the quest for understanding that has motivated 

my long work on this project. 



Chapter 12:  Contract Design 

Over the last several years, I have presented this research to various groups:  

American law faculties, undergraduate students, bar associations, and economists at 

central banks in different countries.  When I make the argument that the problem lies in 

the cardholder- issuer interface (and then propose ways to redress the imbalance), a 

common response is that it is simple for any well-educated person to avoid becoming a 

revenue-generating cardholder.  All that is required, one would think, is careful attention 

to the terms of the contract between the cardholder and the issuer. 

Thus, someone usually claims to have found a simple way to avoid the risks of 

card usage.  Some will say, for example, that the trick is to find a card with no annual fee 

and be sure to pay your bill on time every month.  More recently, with increased attention 

to shortened grace periods, I have heard colleagues explain with pride their careful efforts 

to pay their bills multiple times a month to avoid interest payments (sometimes doing so 

even before the purchases are made).  Still others claim to have successfully mastered the 

practice of shopping teaser rates or making the most of rewards programs without paying 

interest or fees.  I have not yet engaged any of those respondents in a conversation 

without concluding (usually silently) that the person in fact is probably a profitable 

customer for their card issuer.  It surely is true that some cardholders are less profitable 

than others are, but it is equally the case that most of the people that believe they have 

outsmarted their issuers are mistaken. 

As the discussion above should make clear, and as the great variety of “simple” 

resolutions suggests, I believe that the problems are intricate.  The difficulty with 

proposing sensible solutions stems from three central points.  The first is the blending of 
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payment and credit features, which has been the source of the credit card’s success and is 

at the same time at the root cause of the problems.  The second is the difficulty of 

designing policies to alter ingrained market networks without abandoning the efficiencies 

those networks create.  The third is the intractable problem of responding to the cognitive 

failures that plague consumers in financial transactions.  This is particularly true in 

diverse markets like this one, where at least some cardholders believe they are taking 

advantage of card issuers and benefiting from the less rational tendencies of other 

cardholders.  As I work through potential policy responses targeted at the cardholder-

issuer interface, I attempt to keep those three points at the forefront of my analysis. 

The relationship between the cardholder and the issuer is based almost entirely on 

the “boilerplate” form contracts drafted by lawyers for credit card issuers.  Cardholders 

have no opportunity to negotiate the terms of the contracts.  The boilerplate forms suffer 

from many of the problems associated with other standardized consumer lending 

contracts.  They are lengthy, detailed, and written in fine print.  It is often hard to locate 

the contract documents from among the other correspondence and advertising materials 

that the lender provides, and the contract itself might include multiple documents.  

Reading the contract documents requires a level of literacy and reading comprehension 

that is far beyond the grasp of the normal person. 2  More fundamentally, the substantive 

issues that the agreements raise play into several common behavioral biases that unite to 

desensitize consumers to the risks of spending and borrowing.   

Credit card contracts also raise distinct issues that make them even more complex 

than other consumer lending contracts.  The structure of credit card transactions (with 

separate points of agreement, purchase and borrowing) deemphasizes the significance of 
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the contract itself.  Consumers make the important decisions when they decide to spend 

and then later to borrow.   

Those decisions seem trivial because of the small amounts involved.  To illustrate, 

on the day when I first wrote this passage, I made eight purchases with my cards, paid 

two credit card bills, discarded (without opening) three solicitations offering new cards, 

balance transfer programs, and similar offers to extend credit.  Although each of those 

actions was routine, even trivial, the collective impact can be significant. 

Time is also a factor.  Because credit card transactions occur over an extended 

period, issuers generally retain the right to change the terms on which they extend credit.  

They do so with some regularity.  The changes typically apply to outstanding balances, 

which means that consumers are required to weigh the risk at the sales counter that the 

credit terms for that purchase will change later.  A related concern is that issuers typically 

provide little or no advance notice when making changes.  This means that consumers 

often are not able to find other credit arrangements in time to avoid retroactive 

adjustment of the contract terms. 

A final point that distinguishes credit cards from other consumer credit 

transactions is the number of account agreements.  Many consumers have not one but 

several different accounts, with terms that differ in important respects.  Indeed, in 2004 

the average American household held a stunning thirteen credit cards.3  Consumers that 

read their card agreements must be able to associate the correct agreement  with the 

particular card they choose to use at the point of sale. 

Considering the unique problems with credit card contracting, the lack of 

regulation of credit card contracts compared to other consumer financial contracts is hard 
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to justify.  Other important consumer financial transactions – purchases of insurance, 

borrowing money for a home – display a common pattern, in which regulators or 

intermediaries have standardized terms in a way that focuses competition on the attributes 

of products that are most readily comprehensible to consumers.  Is there a justification for 

the disparate regulatory approaches?  Are consumers immune to the credit card 

contracting problems?  Do issuers have market incentives to internalize the risks?  Do 

courts protect the interests of those consumers by policing credit card contracts? 

The remainder of this chapter discusses those questions.  In the two subsequent 

chapters, I broaden the discussion to consider ways to respond to other problematic 

features of the credit card transaction: information deficits and marketing strategies. 

Credit Card Account Agreements 

Context 
The issuer-cardholder relationship begins when a card issuer sends a solicitation 

to a group of prescreened consumers, usually through direct mail.  Issuers sent more than 

5 billion direct mail solicitations in 2004, for an average of more than five offers per 

month to more than 70% of United States households.4  Although the response rate 

typically is quite low,5 tens of millions responded last year by submitting a credit card 

application.   Upon approval of the application, the issuer sends the card and a cardholder 

agreement to the applicant.  After receiving the card and the contract, the consumer must 

validate the card over the telephone – the telephone validation occurs after the cardholder 

has received the agreement and before the card is used.  Thus, to generalize, the 

contracting process is still primarily paper-based, and satisfies traditional contracting 

doctrine that looks for mutual assent through offer and acceptance of identifiable and 
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disclosed terms.  Still, the robustness of assent is undermined by the cardholder’s 

investment of time in the relationship before receiving the cardholder agreement. 

A consumer probably will not read the agreement.  The account is open by the 

time the cardholder receives it.  And the agreement is likely to be hard to read and 

impossible to revise.6  If the cardholder does attempt to read the agreement, it is far from 

clear that a cardholder of reasonable care and intellectual capability will understand it. 

A typical credit card agreement, for example, might have about eight single-space 

pages of small (seven-point) type, including about 80 separately numbered provisions.  

Many of the terms in the agreement are comprehensible only for cardholders with 

specialized knowledge.  Financial terms such as “annual percentage rate” or “APR” 

assume proficiency with interest calculations, and legal terms such as “arbitration,” 

“forum,” and “default” assume an advanced understanding of the legal process.  Further, 

a single account may have multiple APRs that apply to different types of credit 

extensions or different periods.   

The likelihood that the cardholder will have cards from multiple issuers only 

exacerbates the complexity of the relationships.  The agreements for the thirteen cards 

that the typical household will have are likely to contain choice-of- law provisions that 

select the laws of different states.  Moreover, unlike the issuers of home mortgages7 or 

insurance policies,8 to take the closest parallels, each credit card issuer is likely to use a 

standardized agreement that is in form (if not substance) almost entirely different from 

the forms of other major issuers.  Thus, the cardholder that wants to maintain a 

comprehensive understanding of the status of cardholder agreements will need to 

understand the relevant legal rules in the applicable states, will need to study a different 
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agreement for each card, and will need to remember as cards are pulled from the wallet 

which agreement corresponds to each card.  This in a world in which few consumers are 

likely to notice, much less retain, the relevant agreements as they arrive in their stack of 

daily junk mail. 

Another point is that it is not always easy for a layperson to determine which 

papers constitute the agreement for each card.  The current Bank of America agreement, 

for example, consists of a separately printed eight-page standardized form, together with 

a set of “Additional Disclosures” tha t appear in the billing statement at the bottom of a 

sheet labeled “Important Summary of Changes to Your Account.”  The cardholder that 

skips the summary after reading the agreement would fail to notice such additional terms 

as a default provision that permits Bank of America to impose a penalty APR of about ten 

percent per annum more than the standard APR. 

Finally, a cardholder also would need to keep track of the frequent amendments of 

each of the agreements.  It is typical for major issuers to amend their agreements in 

important respects with remarkable frequency.  Amendments are not the typical 

bargained-for modifications of contract theory.  Rather, the typical agreement reserves to 

the issuer the right to amend the agreement at any time, with the issuer promising at best 

that it will provide notice of the amendments.  When it does provide notice, the notice 

typically is in the form of a new agreement included in a billing statement together with a 

variety of other promotional materials.  The cardholder that uses a rule of thumb to 

discard all marketing information that comes with bills is likely to fail to notice such 

amendments.  As a matter of traditional contract doctrine, it is not clear that such 
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amendments are enforceable ; however, several key states explicitly permit amendments 

based on notices enclosed with billing statements followed by subsequent card use.9 

To be sure, issuers obtain consent before applying some new financial terms, but 

consent is inferred from such actions as continuing to use the card after notice of the 

amendment or failure to close the account and send a prompt written objection to the 

amendment.  Issuers often require a consumer seeking to avoid modified terms to opt out 

of the modified terms in ways that might not be feasib le or desirable for all 

accountholders.10  Importantly, amendments often apply to funds already borrowed.  For 

example, a change in the terms of default might substantially increase the interest rate the 

cardholder will pay on balances outstanding at the time of the amendment. 11 

In evaluating the contracting problems that the card presents, it is important to 

remember the unusual nature of the reciprocal obligations on which the relationship rests.  

On the cardholder’s side, there is no commitment to use the card.  Moreover, even if the 

card is used, timely payments often obviate any obligation to pay interest or fees.  Nor is 

the lack of a commitment illusory.  In many (perhaps most) cases, the cardholder can 

switch credit sources easily.  Viewed on a purchase-by-purchase basis, the typical 

cardholder makes a different decision for each transaction when it decides which card to 

present at the checkout counter. 

On the issuer’s side, the business of card issuance involves a similar evanescence 

of obligation.  As with most lending transactions, the lender is not in any practical sense 

obligated to lend until the moment at which the lender actually extends funds to the 

borrower.  Rather, the parties proceed on the useful rule-of-thumb that absent an 

unforeseen change of circumstances it normally will be profitable for the lender to extend 
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the credit for which the lender has expended time and energy to structure a transaction.  

Issuers deal with the possibility of such changes by reserving the right to refuse to extend 

credit on a transaction-by-transaction basis.12  If this were not permitted, issuers would be 

deprived of the ability to terminate accounts based on deterioration of the borrower’s 

credit over time.  It would also make it difficult to respond to concerns about 

unauthorized use. 

More broadly, because interest rates and the competitive landscape change 

rapidly, credit card issuers require a great deal of flexibility to operate.  Forcing an 

issuing bank to adhere to credit terms in a dynamic economic environment would not 

promote an efficient credit relationship.  That is not to say that lenders cannot commit at 

one time to provide credit at some specified future date.  It is to say, however, that 

lenders typically charge for such a commitment and that the absence of a commitment 

(and related fee) from the credit card market should surprise nobody.  In sum, market 

conditions require that issuers retain some ability to modify the terms of their 

agreements.13 

As suggested above, the difficulty of obtaining individual consents from large 

numbers of cardholders has led issuers generally to reserve the right to change the terms 

of their agreements when cardholders use their cards after receiving notice of the 

change.14  In the context of the business model, however, that provision is much less 

onerous than it might seem at first glance.  Given the lack of obligation – on either side – 

it makes more sense to view each separate purchase transaction as a separate agreement 

between the cardholder and card issuer that is completed when the card issuer agrees to 

extend credit for a particular transaction that the cardholder wishes to enter.15  When the 
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cardholder decides to borrow funds from the borrower, it borrows them on the terms 

available from the issuer at that point, just as we purchase a CD from a bank at the 

interest rate available on the day we contact the bank to purchase it. 

Ramifications 
The key question is whether consumers on the ground are making choices with 

sufficient care and rationality to drive the market to a competitive and optimal set of 

products and prices.  These are complex relationships.  It is unlikely that the typical 

consumer will be able to evaluate all of the attributes of the transaction that have 

economic significance.   

• Decisionmaking 

I draw here on a long-standing body of experimental literature indicating that the 

ability of a typical consumer to evaluate separate attributes declines rapidly after the 

number of relevant attributes exceeds three.16  Applied to this particular context, Jeffrey 

Davis has conducted an empirical study of consumer comprehension of consumer finance 

agreements,17 using an agreement much less complicated than a modern credit card 

agreement.18  Davis found that most consumers that read the agreement could not 

understand most of its terms.  Davis’s findings emphasize the difficulty that consumers 

face in understanding terms that involve complex concepts that are not common in daily 

experience.19  Although the study is relatively informal, its findings dovetail with the 

reality of the modern credit card agreement.  In particular, a consumer must account for 

costs and fees that differ from card to card and shift over time (often after the purchase in 

question), as well as complex concepts of default and a litany of fees payable as a 
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consequence of specified actions.20  In reality, we cannot think it likely that consumers 

understand most of the terms even when they do review the agreements. 

Rather, theory suggests that the typical cardholder will select a product based on a 

small number of price and service attributes that are of obvious relevance, recognizing 

that the remaining terms of the agreement are nonnegotiable.  For example, a consumer 

might select a bank based solely on the cost of writing checks, the minimum balance 

required to avoid a monthly fee, and the location and fees for using automated teller 

machines to withdraw cash.  In the case of a credit card contract, empirical research 

suggests a typical consumer selects a card based on the brand, annual fee, grace period, 

affinity or rewards benefits, and the stated interest rate if the consumer expects to pay 

interest in the immediate future.21  Because those terms are contained in the advertising 

materials, consumers in most cases are unlikely even to look at the contract.  Thus, a 

consumer of typical decision-making capacity would not rationally consider the terms 

defining or explaining the consequences of late payment or excessive borrowing, even 

though they generate a substantial share of issuer revenue (in the form of fees and default 

APRs).  If consumers do not consider those terms, there is a concern that issuers will not 

draft them in a competitive way.22 

A second concern, one to which legal academics have paid considerably more 

attention, is the likelihood that consumers would not price the risks of card agreements 

accurately even if they did invest the time and attention necessary to understand and 

evaluate the relevant financial terms.  Tom Jackson has suggested that systematic failures 

in the cognitive process cause individuals to underestimate the risks that their current 

consumption imposes on their future well-being.23  Building on that point, behavioral 
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economics literature suggests that consumers give excessive weight to the conspicuous 

“up-front” aspects of a relationship and inadequate weight to less conspicuous “back-

end” terms.24 

The pricing problem is associated with several related cognitive tendencies.  One 

is a so-called “optimistic” bias, which leads people to underestimate the likelihood of 

adverse events – in this case, to underestimate both the likelihood that they would suffer 

financial distress and the costs that the distress would impose on them. 25  Another is an 

“availability” bias, which leads people to overweigh the probability of common 

occurrences (which are readily available to their decision-making faculties) and 

underweigh the probability of uncommon occurrences.  If financial distress is an 

uncommon event, that bias might cause consumers to underweigh the likelihood and 

consequences of financial distress.26  Another concern is hyperbolic discounting.  

Generally, this causes consumers to make intertemporal comparisons that are unstable 

over time – so that future behavior will be systematically inconsistent with present 

predictions of that behavior.27  In this context, it can lead to excessive borrowing. 28 

• Shrouding and Debiasing 

Those cognitive tendencies justify concerns that are exacerbated if card issuers 

are in a position to exploit them.29  David Laibson and his co-authors discuss a strategy 

that they call “shrouding,” in which merchants identify a myopic class of customers and 

exploit the lack of rationality by systematically backloading the less attractive terms into 

a less prominent time and place in the relationship.30  Stewart Macaulay’s work on credit 

cards before TILA suggests that card issuers used similar techniques to make cardholders 

responsible for the losses from stolen cards.31  At that time, the strategy was to omit any 
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language about lost cards from the application and then include a fine-print clause on the 

back of the card indicating that the cardholder was responsible for all transactions in 

which the card was presented (even if the transaction was conducted by a thief with a 

stolen card).  Similarly, Oren Bar-Gill’s article on credit card contracting argues that 

credit card companies use pricing features such as teaser rates to take advantage of a 

concern for near-term costs by marketing products that depend on systematic 

underestimation of long-term borrowing costs.32 

Those strategies are less successful where competition can “debias” markets.  

Consider, for example, how the entry of Netflix has trumped the earlier shrouding 

strategy on which Blockbuster relied.  Generally, Blockbuster’s profit model in the early 

years of this decade coupled low rental fees with high late fees.  If consumers 

underestimated the amount of late fees or the probability that they would pay them, they 

would underestimate the costs of renting from Blockbuster.  By designing a product that 

exploited that error, Blockbuster increased its short-term profits.  Netflix responded with 

a two-pronged approach: a pricing model that does not involve late fees and an education 

strategy designed to create an aversion to late fees.  It is too soon to tell whether the 

Netflix approach will result in a long-term market position for Netflix,33 but it did disrupt 

Blockbuster’s profit model. 

As the Blockbuster/Netflix example suggests, educating consumers of both front-

end and back-end costs can disrupt a profit model that relies on back-end costs.  In the 

credit card context, issuers at one time might have been vulnerable to sophisticated 

cardholders who avoid the payment of interest and fees by using a card with no annual 

fee and making timely monthly payments.34  Thus, as the number of sophisticated users 
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grew, it became increasingly difficult for card issuers to profit by hiding expensive back-

end interest payments. 

The complexity of the modern credit card transactional structure minimizes the 

likelihood that issuers will be forced to use transparent pricing models without regulatory 

intervention.  The Blockbuster/Netflix example describes a single market segment with a 

shrouding technique that was destabilized when consumers were encouraged to develop 

accurate perceptions of their future behavior.  Modern credit card issuers, however, have 

used at least two tactics to prevent increased customer sophistication from destabilizing 

their profit models.35   

• Segmentation and Multiplicity 

The first tactic has been to develop product features that segment the market into 

smaller niches.  The discussion above describes a single credit-card product, offered to all 

customers.  That product was attractive to the sophisticated because it was free and to the 

unsophisticated because they failed to understand either the costs of the product or their 

likely use of it.  Responding to the growth of card users that do not borrow, issuers have 

developed a number of different products that make it harder for sophisticated users to 

free ride.  For example, the sophisticated cardholder that wishes not to pay interest and 

fees is likely to be attracted to an affinity or rewards card issued by MBNA.  For that 

product, the cardholder is likely to pay an annual fee,36 which the sophisticated user will 

rationalize as costing less than the value of the rewards (frequent flyer miles or the like).  

There is every reason to expect that the cardholder’s calculation often will be incorrect.37  

Moreover, those calculations accord no weight to the value of the information MBNA 

obtains from the relationship.38  Even if that calculation is correct, the new product 
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certainly has made the relationship more profitable on a cardholder-by-cardholder basis 

than it was in years past, when there might have been a direct cross-subsidization 

between convenience users and borrowers. 

The concept of segmentation is not a new one.  As Lizabeth Cohen explains in A 

Consumer’s Republic, the strategy of segmenting consumers into ever more finely 

delineated classes has been a dominant strategy for a half century.  It was identified in the 

1950’s in academic writings by people like Wendell Smith and Pierre Martineau, and 

swiftly transformed the business models of all American businesses aiming at 

consumers.39 

The second tactic is to take advantage of the fact that consumers are likely to have 

multiple account agreements, all of which are likely subject to frequent unilateral 

modifications, both of which work together to hinder consumer understanding.  If each 

issuer has a different set of rules, and if the pitfalls hidden in the rules differ for each 

issuer and from time to time, only the most careful cardholder will avoid any level of 

interest or fees.  The point of this tactic is that within each of the market segments 

described above, even for the cardholders that attempt to position themselves as non-

borrowing convenience users, it will require an increasing level of attention of detail to 

successfully avoid paying fees to the issuer. 

Those strategies make the card industry more resistant to debiasing than parallel 

industries.  That leaves us with a policy question: how to regulate a contracting market in 

which a seller faces a heterogeneous set of purchasers, some but not all of whom are 

sufficiently careful and sophisticated to respond rationally to the terms offered by the 

seller.  If purchasers are homogeneous in their preferences, a relatively small number of 
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sophisticated customers can produce competition in the market that will drive the seller to 

offer an efficient product.40  Alternatively, if purchasers are heterogeneous in their 

preferences but are always sophisticated, then each purchaser will respond rationally to 

the terms offered by the seller.  We would expect this to be the case, for example, in 

relatively high-dollar markets.  We are left here, however, with the case that falls 

between those simple cases: a market in which only some customers understand the 

offered terms, and in which the choices of those customers do not produce competition 

that alters the terms available to the other customers.41 

Solutions to the Contracting Problem 

If the allocation of risks in existing cardholder agreements is not the result of 

effective competition or rational choice by cardholders, the natural question is whether 

and, if so, how the law should respond.  Lawrence Friedman describes a common pattern 

of consumer contract regulation.  After an industry develops to a point where a stable set 

of products and transactions have developed, the typical response is for the legislature to 

step in and transfer those areas “from the realm of abstract contract law” to the realm of 

economic regulation. 42  As Stewart Macaulay explains, we can view this as a process by 

which commercial areas “spin off” for special treatment.43   

For example, as the mail order industry grew in size, the FTC adopted a set of 

standardized contract terms, eliminating competition on terms that consumers are 

unlikely to notice.  The FTC Mail Order Rule establishes a set of procedures that retailers 

must follow if they are unable to ship goods within the time they estimate at the time they 

take the order.  If the delay is moderate, they must give the customer an opportunity to 

cancel the order.  If the delay is extreme, they must cancel the order unless the customer 
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explicitly consents to the extension. 44  We can imagine that in the absence of such a rule, 

retailers might have different terms in their contracts to deal with the possibility of 

delayed shipments.  We also can be sure that few consumers would examine and analyze 

those terms.  Therefore, even if the FTC delay term is not optimal, it does serve to focus 

competition in that industry on the price, selection, and quality of delivered products, 

terms customers are most likely to notice. 

Viewing the regulatory framework within that paradigm, it is striking how little 

the existing law does to regulate the credit card agreement.  Most of the rules that govern 

credit card transactions are found in TILA and Regulation Z. 45  The legal regime defined 

by those rules is primarily a disclosure-based system, 46 with only a few substantive 

constraints on the practices of card issuers.  For example, TILA does prohibit banks from 

issuing unsolicited credit cards to consumers.47  TILA also has several provisions relating 

to unauthorized use and merchant disputes that give consumers a right to cancel payment 

that is much broader than the consumers’ rights in any of the competing payment 

systems.48  Still, the existing framework assumes, at least if the card issuer makes the 

required disclosures, that cardholders are best situated to decide with which entities and 

on which terms to enter card agreements.49  That framework reflects an almost complete 

acceptance of the concern that terms established by government fiat will be less flexible, 

less innovative, and less likely to allocate risks sensibly than the terms selected by parties 

to a freely negotiated commercial arrangement.50 

The question is whether there is some reason to think that credit card contracts are 

sufficiently afflicted by contracting inefficiencies or externalities to warrant “spinning 

them off” from the general “hands-off” realm of contract enforcement to the realm of 
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interventionist social planning.  On the question whether market obstacles prevent 

efficient contracting, the preceding section summarizes a number of reasons to think that 

the process by which cardholders enter into card agreements does not function well.  

With regard to externalities, I show in Part II that increased credit card borrowing is 

uniquely associated with an increase in personal bankruptcy filings – even when we hold 

constant the total level of borrowing and account for general conditions in the economy.  

Following on that point, the increased financial distress associated with rising card use 

can cause harms that the borrower might not adequately consider when the borrower 

makes contracting decisions. 

Assuming that some form of economic regulation is called for, it is less clear what 

type of intervention makes the most sense.  If the existing literature makes anything clear, 

it is that a sensible intervention must pay attention to the situation on the ground, lest it 

end up doing more harm than good.51  The biggest concern is that a regulatory 

intervention viewed as minor and benign by regulators or scholars might in fact 

undermine the business models prevalent in the industry in ways that harm competition.  

That is a major problem in this context, because the credit card is an especially efficient 

payment and borrowing device.  Working from that perspective, the rest of this chapter 

considers a series of possible responses. 

Running in Place 
To understand the feasibility and effectiveness of interventions in the credit card 

market, it is important to understand not only the contracting problems discussed above, 

but also some more general difficulties with consumer behavior in that markets.  To that 

end, one of the themes running through this book is that the excessive borrowing 
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associated with credit cards results from both a convenience risk (the subject of Part V) 

and an instrument-induced risk (Part IV).  The instrument- induced risk occurs when 

consumers use a credit card as a payment device and do not intend to borrow.  Because 

some evidence suggests that the credit card encourages consumers to spend more than 

they otherwise would, and perhaps more than they can repay out of monthly incomes, 

credit card use can lead to unanticipated debt.  The second is the convenience risk.  

Because the transaction costs of credit card lending are so low, borrowers are more likely 

to underestimate the risks associated with future revenue streams than they would be in 

another type of consumer credit transaction.  Both of those risks arise against a 

transaction structure that makes the contracting decision less important to most 

consumers than the spending and borrowing decisions.  Thus, both types of mistakes 

occur after the contracting decision has been made.  Because policy analys is has failed to 

understand that trifurcated framework and its effect on consumer decision-making, 

neither the current regulatory framework nor the leading proposals in the existing 

literature respond adequately. 

For example, the simplest possibility is the response of the common law: ex post 

judicial invalidation of terms as unconscionable.  There is nothing new about this idea, 

which dates (at least) to work by Friedrich Kessler in the early 1940’s.52  A similar idea 

appears in Section 211 of the Restatement (Second) of Contracts.  But several 

considerations limit the effectiveness of that doctrine as a general tool to police 

contracting problems.  For example, judicial decision-making under a vague rubric of 

“unconscionability” often leads to the disparate readjustment of terms in ways that the 

parties did not contemplate in their pricing decisions.  Moreover, courts that apply such 
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an approach with sufficient vigor to have a substantial effect on contracting practices are 

likely to do a poor job of sorting provisions that make economic sense from those that 

reflect overreaching.53 

This is not to say that the unconscionability doctrine can serve no useful purpose.  

For example, the unconscionability doctrine might encourage businesses to think more 

carefully about the enforceability of the clauses that they write, leading them to use larger 

print, simpler language and the like.  However, it seems more likely the doctrine does not 

substantially constrain the major industry actors, who easily can obtain legislative redress 

in areas where questionable practices are important to their business models.54  

In the credit card context, the use of unconscionability as a tool to police 

contracting excesses also must overcome the widespread use of arbitration clauses in 

cardholder agreements.55  When courts enforce arbitration provisions, they have no 

serious opportunity to assess the substantive provisions of credit card agreements or to 

consider whether issuers have complied with those provisions.56  Still, I doubt that 

judicial or regulatory invalidation of arbitration provisions will have any substantial 

impact.  For one thing, arbitration clauses might not contribute to the business models 

that permit excessive cardholder borrowing.  Arbitration clauses are at most a detail in 

the history of the credit card industry.  It is clear that most issuers did not use arbitration 

clauses in the United States until the late 1990’s, and they are used rarely overseas.57  Yet 

the rise in borrowing and attendant rise in consumer bankruptcy that troubles 

policymakers was well on its way even before those clauses came into common use.  Nor 

would removal of arbitration clauses respond substantially to the contracting problems at 

the heart of this chapter.  To be sure, arbitration clauses probably deter at least some class 
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actions.  But, the class actions that would be available if the clauses were not enforced 

would only buttress the weak TILA disclosure regime and increase the ability of 

cardholders to hold issuers to the terms of the agreements the issuers have drafted.58  

Thus, they would have little effect on the substance of the relationship. 

This is not to say that there are not serious problems with arbitration clauses in 

credit card contracting.  For example, there is at least some evidence to support the view 

that issuers have colluded to adopt the clauses broadly because of concerns that 

customers care enough to shop for issuers that do not force arbitration. 59  There also is 

some reason to think that the problems of bias have a serious effect in this industry, 

where the major issuers have gravitated to a single provider (the National Arbitration 

Forum) that seems to be competing for business (at least in part) on a reputation for 

providing results that are satisfying to card issuers.60 

At bottom, there is good reason to believe that arbitration clauses are not the 

result of competitive contracting.  It is at least possible, however, that the cost savings of 

arbitration are sufficiently valuable that inclusion of the clauses is efficient.61  Moreover, 

arbitration proceedings probably could be constructed in a cost-effective and neutral way 

if the card networks were inclined to intervene.  Regardless of the outcome of that debate, 

it does not seem likely that prohibiting the use of arbitration provisions or regulating their 

content will solve the problem of excessive borrowing. 

Moving Forward 
I turn now to the possibilities of direct regulation of the terms of credit card 

agreements.  Here, I consider two approaches: prohibiting unpriceable terms; and 
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promulgating agreements that provide a standard contractual template for the 

relationship. 

• Prohibit Specific Terms Ex Ante 

The first solution would be to prohibit specific terms.  That approach is common 

in other jurisdictions.  Consider, for example, the European Union’s Unfair Terms 

Directive,62 which generally prohibits the inclusion of certain types of unfair terms in 

consumer contracts unless they are the result of individual negotiation. 63  By American 

standards, the list is intrusive, prohibiting, among other things, unilateral modification 

and arbitration clauses.64 

Such a broad regime might seem almost unthinkable to American businesses.  Yet 

it is not significantly different from the regulatory approach taken in other consumer 

financial transactions where a small number of important issues dominates the forms.  

For example, consider the residential lease contract, in which the most important term for 

consumer protection purposes is likely to be a warranty of habitability.  After a period 

during which courts struggled with property owner efforts to disclaim such a warranty, it 

is in many jurisdictions now settled by statute or regulation that the owner of a residence 

provides such a warranty. 65  Similarly, in the home mortgage context, it is now 

uncommon to see a provision providing for mandatory arbitration. 66 

In this context, there are price terms that consumers might assess more rationally 

if the contracting process did not obscure them.  Provisions that permit retroactive price 

adjustments interfere with the ability of consumers to assess the risks of default and 

nonpayment, because they allow price adjustments that come into effect after the time of 

the purchasing decision to which they apply. 67  For lack of a better term, I call those 
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“unpriceable” terms, not because consumers can never evaluate them, but because few 

consumers can be expected to evaluate their significance accurately.68  That impulse 

would follow naturally from the idea that it is appropriate to ban terms whenever it is 

likely that all or almost all consumers will fail to respond accurately to the terms.69 

Thus, regulators could concentrate on the notice and opt-out provisions that 

accompany retroactive price adjustments.  The fifteen-day notice requirement mandated 

by federal law gives consumers little time to find alternate credit sources.70  Depending 

on the requirements of the particular opt-out provision, 71 the absence of another credit 

source might make compliance with opt-out requirements impractical.  For example, a 

provision stating that the consumer must repay the entire balance immediately will not 

provide a realistic option to a liquidity-constrained customer.  Regulators thus could  

enhance consumer decision-making by lengthening notice requirements so that 

consumers would have additional time to find alternate credit sources.  Going farther, 

regulators could explore ways to improve the readability and presentation of change- in-

terms notices, broaden consumer opt-out rights, or even ban post-hoc application of 

unilateral amendments entirely. 

A similar example is the “universal default” provisions that are the focus of 

current regulatory initiatives.  Essentially, universal default terms in credit card 

agreements permit an issuer to raise the rate it charges one of its borrowers substantially 

if that borrower commits a default on an unrelated debt to a different lender, even if the 

borrower has not missed a payment to the credit card issuer in question.  It is one thing 

for an issuer to stop (or raise the rate on) new extensions of credit based on adverse credit 

information – we expect (and hope) that issuers will do that routinely.  It is quite another, 
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however, for creditors to increase the interest rate on debts already incurred, solely 

because of a late payment to a different creditor.  Regulators, upset by the application of 

universal default provisions, have responded by insisting that credit card issuers provide 

better disclosure of the provisions in their agreements with customers.72 

My analysis shows why a disclosure regime is not the appropriate response.  For 

one thing, it rests on the premise that consumers that receive the disclosures will alter 

their behavior, which is improbable.  An emphasis on disclosure misses the point.  The 

underlying complaint is that the provisions are fundamentally unfair: “We shouldn’t have 

to pay more to Bank One simply because we were late on a payment to Providian.”  

Policymakers for the most part have retreated to a disclosure-based response because of 

their unwillingness to press that fairness argument.73 

The fairness argument conceals an economic argument for barring universal 

default provisions.  Universal default rules are one of the attributes consumers are least 

likely to “price” in their contracting and product-selection decisions.  This is true because 

they are a “boilerplate” attribute that will not be of great significance for most consumers 

selecting products.  It also is true because the cost of the provision is difficult to assess up 

front (depending, as it does, on the interaction between future defaults by the borrower to 

other lenders and those lenders’ reactions to the defaults).  It is difficult when I make a 

purchase today to factor in the likelihood that the interest rate on that purchase at some 

distant time in the future will increase by some unspecified amount because of a default I 

make in a payment to some other creditor.  If an omnicompetent consumer could not take 

account of the rate differentiation, then the differentiation is not effectively altering 
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borrowing behavior.  Because consumers are not pricing this term, there is no reason to 

rely on its existence in contracts as evidence of its optimality. 

The absence of contracting competition does not prove, however, that the term is 

less than optimal.  It is possible that the provisions operate to shift the net burden of 

charges by credit card issuers to some extent toward the most distressed borrowers, the 

ones most likely to default, and away from those least likely to default.  The increased 

collections from those customers might support lower charges for “convenience” users 

that do not borrow or default.  Thus, a rational and fully informed cardholder might think 

the benefits of such a clause exceed its costs.74 

More broadly, universal default provisions are part of the developments in the 

credit card market that have fostered segmentation, which has led in turn to a marked 

differentiation of rates among cardholders with different risk profiles.75  Generally, that 

trend is positive, because it permits more accurate pricing.  The role of universal default 

terms in that market segmentation depends on the odd ramifications of “default” in the 

credit card market.  In conventional commercial markets, an act of default by a borrower 

is a data point that indicates to the lender that the transaction has become riskier than 

previously anticipated and thus more likely to produce a loss.  Typically, lenders respond 

proactively by managing the transaction in a way that responds to the increased risk of 

loss.76  In the credit card context, however, an event of default (such as a late payment to 

another creditor or even a late payment to the card issuer) is a signal that the cardholder is 

financially constrained.  To the issuer, such an occurrence is a signal of two cardholder 

attributes that collectively make the cardholder a likely profit center for the issuer.  First, 

the cardholder is likely to borrow more in the immediately ensuing months.  Second, the 
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cardholder’s switching costs have increased because of the difficulty the cardholder will 

face in repaying the entire outstanding balance in a time of financial distress.  Thus, the 

issuer can respond by substantially increasing the fees charged to the cardholder with a 

diminished concern that the cardholder will shift the borrowing to a different lender.  

Indeed, one might imagine that a cardholder’s anticipated value as a customer rises 

almost to the point of a bankruptcy filing. 

The issue, then, is whether it matters that cardholders in fact do not understand the 

clauses (or their consequences) when they enter the agreements.  Should we prevent this 

choice on that basis?  If we think of this as tantamount to a unilateral alteration of terms 

after the fact, we might be inclined to ban it.  On the other hand, if we want to protect the 

ability of convenience users to choose a card that might be cheaper for them because of 

the increased revenues issuers receive when they exercise universal default provisions, 

we might want to allow them. 

An intermediate approach, parallel to the analysis of opt-out clauses above, would 

focus on providing cardholders a practical opportunity to respond before adverse action.  

For example, regulators might forbid issuers to raise interest rates based on application of 

a universal default clause without providing cardholders a substantial notice, coupled 

with an opportunity to challenge the relevant information and to shift their outstanding 

debt to a different issuer. 

For me, in the end, the most sensible approach is to ban the clauses entirely.  I am 

driven primarily by the notion that convenience users as a class should be shifted to debit 

cards and newer payment systems.  I recognize that one likely effect of such a ban would 

be more extensive and detailed default clauses, focusing on events internal to the 
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cardholder- issuer relationship.  That seems positive, at least in part because of the 

likelihood that it would lessen reliance on external sources of information (with 

questionable reliability) such as credit reports.  Moreover, it might be that cardholders 

eventually could come to understand and react to those terms. 

Another likely effect would be a contraction of credit (or increase in price) to the 

affected borrowers.  Again, that response would be beneficial if financial distress by 

cardholders imposes costs on society and if current business models encourage borrowers 

to wait too long before filing for bankruptcy.  A system that induces issuers to terminate 

lending earlier might lower the social costs of financial distress by pressing risky 

borrowers into an earlier resolution of their financial affairs. 

Presumably, the most sensible way to implement such an approach would be for a 

relatively well- informed regulator (such as the Federal Reserve or the Office of the 

Comptroller of the Currency (the OCC),77 or (less plausibly in the current environment) 

the Federal Trade Commission) to engage in a cooperative examination, with 

participation by the affected parties, of the relevant terms.  The point here is that a 

regulator that bans a particular term that commonly is part of the product is likely to 

affect the market for the product in some cognizable way – by either increasing the cost 

or lowering the amount or quality of the product in some way. 78  The justification for 

regulation is the idea that contracting is inherently lawmaking,79 and that standardized 

adhesion contracts in practice operate as “unilateral codes,” by which the parties that 

promulgate them “usurp the law-making function,” effectively providing “government by 

private law.”80  The idea is not a new one.  Indeed, it is at least as old as the work of 

Arthur Leff, who viewed defective contracts as analogous to defective automobiles.81  
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The decision confronting a regulator, he explains, is whether consumers are better off 

with the higher price (or lower quantity or quality) of the product that comes in a market 

without the choice to accept the prohibited term.  The Federal Trade Commission has 

applied such a perspective for many years.82  Thus, the discussion above suggests 

banning universal default terms based on the idea that the most likely effect would be a 

contraction of credit in a market that is both functioning poorly and generating substantial 

externalities.  The analysis is comparable to the decision of the Department of 

Transportation to require all cars to have airbags – some of us would buy cars without 

airbags, but the government has determined that we all are better off if we cannot make 

that choice. 

We cannot ban all contract terms that consumers misunderstand solely because 

they are designed to produce profits for the merchants that draft them.  It is natural for 

merchants to view customers as assets, and to work to acquire customers on the hope that 

the customers will generate a predictable stream of profits after they have been acquired.  

If we are not to ban all such tactics, we have to identify something special about the 

credit card market to make these tactics different.  The most obvious possibility is the 

problems with the credit card as a product.  If retailers used the tactics discussed here to 

increase the use of hotels, few would complain, thinking that there is little social cost 

from excess consumption of that product.  When we see a burgeoning social problem 

from excessive credit card use, we have a basis for concern about contracting practices 

that increase that problem. 

There are obvious problems with intervention.83  Among other things, it is not 

clear that regulators will do a better job than courts in identifying terms to be invalidated.  
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Still, there is at least some reason to believe that an ex ante approach – that can be 

applied evenly across contracts and incorporated into the price – is preferable, because of 

the likelihood that the opportunity for input from affected businesses will lead regulators 

to avoid (or quickly repair) truly egregious errors. 

• Standardized Terms 

Term invalidation is probably an incomplete response.  Another response would 

be to develop standard terms for credit card agreements.84  At first glance, that approach 

seems more intrusive, because it abandons reliance on the market to develop the optimal 

terms.  The use of pre-approved terms, however, is the conventional approach for 

remedying contracting problems in other consumer finance markets.   

Credit card agreements stand out as one of the rare types of consumer financial 

transactions that do not proceed on some set of pre-approved terms.85  Home mortgages, 

of course, are executed almost entirely on the standard FNMA form.  A glance at the 

form would convince most of us that – although it suffers from many of the readability 

problems discussed above – it is not a form drafted to exploit consumer myopia or 

cognitive weakness.  Similarly, state regulators largely determine the major terms of 

insurance policies.86  Major real estate transactions – such as the sale of a home – 

typically proceed on forms that in major part are standardized by a government agency87 

or some intermediary that at least in part represents the interests of consumers.88 

A standard account agreement would include mandatory provisions for the legal 

aspects of the relationship, with specific options on issues where there are substantial 

business reasons for product differentiation.  Thus, we might expect several variations on 

the method for calculating the outstanding interest-bearing balance – one without any 
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grace period, one with a full grace period, and a moderate provision in between.  There 

also would be options for the financial terms on which issuers compete, including the 

interest rate and the amount of annual, late, and overlimit fees. 

Such a proposal would respond directly to the problem of multiplicity of terms 

and agreements summarized above.  Thus, like the FTC Mail-Order Rule, it would funnel 

competition among card issuers directly into the attributes for which variation is 

permitted, predominantly price-related attributes as to which consumer understanding is 

heightened and for which competition is easier to imagine. 

To be sure, this solution would do little to respond to the problem of complexity.  

Yet the relationship necessarily is a complex one.  Even if standardization substantially 

lowered the number of terms that a typical cardho lder would need to understand, it is 

doubtful that it would simplify the relationship sufficiently to make a fully competitive 

cardholder reaction a realistic possibility.  The number of attributes of relevance to a fair 

assessment of a modern credit card product, even putting the agreement aside, is 

sufficiently large as to make it implausible to think that most cardholders can aggregate 

and assess the attributes rationally.89 

Still, standardization should over time advance cardholder understanding 

considerably.  I think, for example, of the typical apartment lease, a document of 

comparable complexity, read directly by few consumers.  However, most of us have a 

reasonable understanding of the typical aspects of that business relationship, 

predominantly because the terms are relatively standardized and stable over time.  If the 

terms of credit cardholder agreements were uniform, we would expect that through 

experience many cardholders would come to understand the basic terms that define the 
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events that lead to late payments, overlimit fees, events of default, and the like.  Given 

the ways in which multiplicity of terms and term cycling exacerbate the role of 

complexity in the existing market, there is good reason to think that standardization 

would be helpful. 

Further, the oft-cited objections to using mandatory terms are less troubling in this 

context.  The first is that standardization will narrow the range of product attributes that 

issuers can use to attract and satisfy customers.  As suggested above, standardization 

decreases consumer welfare to the extent that it drives attractive products out of the 

market.90  In this context, however, firms do not currently compete to attract customers 

based on the non-price terms of these agreements.  Indeed, the root of the problem is that 

there are terms that have a substantial economic effect that consumers nonetheless ignore.  

A regime that eliminates differentiation on those terms would not make the products less 

attractive to most customers.  The dominant effect would be a long-term one, in which 

customers eventually might come to understand the boilerplate terms sufficiently to 

consider them in assessing the risks and appropriate pricing of their purchasing and 

borrowing behavior.  To the extent that opportunities for delivering products to odd, 

insular classes of cardholders are limited, I expect that the benefits to the cardholders in 

the mainstream would far exceed the harms.91 

A more difficult problem is the likelihood that regulators will draft the terms less 

capably than card issuers will.  The terms will be more obscure, will not improve over 

time, will include more unintentional ambiguities, or will not produce the optimal 

allocations of risks among the parties.  In many contexts, such concerns would be serious, 

and the record of obscure drafting of disclosures by the Federal Reserve suggests that it is 
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not immune to bad drafting.  In this case, however, against the background of existing 

contract practices, the problems are less troubling.  For one thing, the discussion above 

suggests little reason to think that existing terms are drafted with care to be clear and 

unambiguous or to create an optimal allocation of risks.  Rather, the market currently 

seems to drive competitive issuers to obscure their terms to escape the notice of their 

customers.  Moreover, as long as the terms are standardized and within some broad range 

of reasonableness, differences in their impact can be treated by alterations in the price 

terms that would be left to card issuer discretion (grace periods, interest rates, amounts of 

the various fees, and the like). 

The problems of government drafting suggest an alternate approach that might be 

useful: pressure from federal regulators on the networks to promulgate uniform terms.  

Many of the examples to which I refer do not involve direct government regulation.  

Rather, they involve drafting by intermediaries in a framework that motivates the 

intermediaries to consider the interests of consumers.  In this context, the obvious 

candidates for standardized drafting would be Visa and MasterCard.  If Visa and 

MasterCard believed that the issuance of uniform and stable terms on a network-by-

network basis was a prudent course to avoid federal intervention and government 

standardization, we might reach the best of all possible outcomes: a well-drafted and 

sophisticated allocation of risks, with sufficient stability that customers could adapt to it.   

For example, if networks were motivated to allocate risks efficiently, they might 

include a low-cost dispute resolution process like the one used for consumer-merchant 

disputes governed by TILA.  Andy Morriss and Jason Korosec persuasively demonstrate 

that TILA’s shift of the costs of dispute resolution to card issuers has led to an efficient 
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and technology-driven system for resolving claims of inappropriate charges.92  A system 

in which an individual network committed that its issuers could be held to the terms of 

their agreements at least theoretically could be a powerful marketplace tool.  Imagine, for 

example, if MasterCard advertised that consumers who are troubled by “unfair late fees” 

and “unresponsive card issuers” should use their MasterCard, knowing that they could 

rely on MasterCard’s consumer protection guarantee. 

Finally, a still narrower solution might avoid the risks of centralized drafting, but 

still force the production of terms in a way that makes them amenable to evaluation by 

intermediaries.  There is some reason to think that public scrutiny of the terms of 

cardholder agreements is more effective than person-by-person negotiation with 

cardholders.  For example, a review of cardholder agreements used by major issuers 

indicates that the flurry of public attention to universal default terms has led several 

major issuers to remove those terms from their agreements.93   The current public 

attention might produce some similar action that would standardize the time by which 

consumers must send payments to avoid late fees – a bright- line rule, for example, that 

lenders must treat payments received by mail at 3 p.m. or 5 p.m. as made on that day.  

Any reader that thinks it is impractical for mail to be processed as quickly as that 

proposal suggests should become familiar with Netflix’s mail processing routines.94 

The Internet makes broad dissemination of standard terms much easier than it 

would have been when TILA was enacted.  Thus, credit card issuers could be required to 

post the major nonprice terms of their agreements in a uniform format on either their own 

sites or publicly available Internet sites (such as a site hosted by the FTC, the Federal 

Reserve, or the OCC).95  The simplest approach probably would be to post them on the 
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FTC’s user-friendly Web site, so that intermediaries reliably could find all of the terms in 

a single place.  Issuers that wished to do so also of course could post their terms on their 

own sites.  Indeed, if the FTC required issuers to provide a URL for an address at which 

the issuer had posted the terms, it would not matter where the terms technically were 

posted, because the FTC site could provide a catalog of links to the individual postings.  

The benefit of requiring the terms to be posted directly at the FTC, however, is that it 

would facilitate downloading all of the terms in a readily analyzable format such as a 

spreadsheet. 

The business models of credit card issuers do not require them to withhold the 

terms of agreements until prospective cardholders have submitted applications and 

received the cards.  In the UK, for example, cardholders typically receive the terms twice 

before they receive the card itself.96  I do not suggest that the United States implement 

such a reform.  Individual cardholders are unlikely to read the terms if they are sent to 

them.  Thus, it would be no more useful to print and send the agreements repeatedly than 

it was for banks to print and send privacy policies shortly after the enactment of Gramm-

Leach-Bliley in 2002.  Rather, if the only benefit from disclosure of the terms is that 

intermediaries would examine them, the most effective course is to require that the terms 

be posted publicly. 

Regulators also could require that any set of terms remain in effect for a certain 

minimum period (such as 90 days) to facilitate the activity of intermediaries that might 

examine the postings and provide public assessments of the various terms.  In the current 

environment, terms are not publicly available, so consumers do not see them until they 

have responded positively to a solicitation and received a card, at which point their credit 
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rating already reflects the extension of credit.  Initiatives to educate consumers about the 

meaning of unpriceable terms or to persuade responsible issuers to avoid unpriceable 

terms can have a positive effect only if it is possible for consumers to pick among issuers 

based on the terms.  Public disclosure of the terms is perhaps the simplest way to jump-

start such a regime. 
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